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first summer we were very comfortable in
the House, Jim was commuting only one
day a week to Washington, and we were
looking forward to the students’ arrival.
They were earnest, energetic, and eager to
meet us.

Hiring really good tutors—to advise on
professional and graduate schools and to
cover the major concentrations—was the
single most important job of the masters,
in our opinion. We had to turn down
many fine candidates, including (as he re-
cently reminded me) a graduate student
in economics named Larry Summers. 

It was well known by tutors in the other
Houses that there was no free lunch at
Dunster: in exchange for a suite of rooms
and meals, the tutors were expected to
know the students who lived in their entry
as well as those who concentrated in their

field. Jim was quite strict about their re-
sponsibilities and their obligation to the
students. No tutor was guaranteed a
chance to stay on if he or she failed to meet
those standards. Very few flunked out. 

Each fall we invited the tutors for a
supper at which Jim delivered his annual
admonition, what came to be known as
the “no sex or drugs” rule: tutors were
not to have sex with the undergraduates
nor were they to “do” drugs with them.
The senior tutor had informed us that at
least 90 percent of the students smoked
marijuana, and Jim felt it was too much of
a challenge to put a stop to that, so he
compromised. The tutors did not have to
leave parties if drugs were being used, but
they were not to participate. He was fly-
ing a little bit by the seat of his pants
here, for it was a new experience.

Many of the tutors taught and graded

house sections of the large survey courses,
so although tutors and students were
friends, there was also a teacher-student
relationship and the inherent danger of
favors being traded: sex for grades. But
sexual harassment was not even a phrase
in use, much less an issue, in those days,
and there was no universal policy for the
Houses; the Vorenberg policy may have
been the first. After one orientation din-
ner, a nonresident tutor was heard—un-
fortunately for him by the most militantly
feminist tutor in the House—asking what
the use was of being a tutor if you could-
n’t sleep with the girls. Within hours, this
was reported to Jim, who told the fellow
he could not remain part of the House.

(I was not immune from poor judgment
and a bit of sexism. I interviewed a female
candidate for a job in the House o∞ce and
asked if she planned to have a baby any

Nothing exceeds like success. Last summer, the Malkin Ath-
letic Center (MAC) installed some new exercise equipment,
completely refurbishing its weightlifting rooms. “We’ve gotten
great feedback on it,” says director of athletics Bob Scalise,
M.B.A. ’89.“And, of course, now the lines to use equipment are
longer.” With its convenient location between Kirkland and
Lowell Houses, the MAC—the former Indoor Athletic Building,
renamed in 1985 when a gift from the Malkin family made possi-
ble a major renovation—is a heavily trafficked facility. Perhaps a
thousand faculty and staff members and students hoist dumb-
bells, sweat on treadmills, and swim laps there daily, straining it
to capacity. Harvard hopes to rehab the structure again some
time in the next few years.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) and the athletic de-
partment are jointly pursuing this project.They hired the archi-
tectural firm HNTB to do a space study for all of Harvard’s ath-
letic facilities and received the report this spring. “It’s a needs
analysis, a report on what we have and what we may need,” says
Scalise.“It did not provide plans or detailed options.”

Currently, the MAC, which houses both recreational and in-
tercollegiate programs, is home to three of Harvard’s 41 varsity
sports: wrestling, volleyball, and fencing.The ultimate goal, Scalise
says, is “dedicating as much of the MAC as possible to recre-
ational use, and relocating some of the intercollegiate programs
to other facilities,” probably in the Soldiers Field area. (Housing
the migrant teams will create another design challenge, but the
players should eventually gain benefits like improved locker
space.) Within the MAC, a key goal is to generate “space that is
flexible enough to be used for different activities,” says Mike
Lichten, assistant dean for physical resources in FAS.

The MAC’s heavily used swimming pool is likely to remain, al-
though the spectator galleries flanking it will probably disappear,
because intercollegiate swim meets now take place at Blodgett
Pool. “We want to take [underutilized] space and create more
usable space,” Scalise says.After soliciting proposals from archi-
tects during the summer, Harvard expects to choose a firm this
fall to produce a detailed proposal with drawings.

One tricky aspect of renovating the MAC may be finding ways
to keep its exercise facilities available while the work goes on.
The basketball court, for example, might become temporarily a
cardiovascular workout room.“That’s one thing we will ask the
architects: how do we phase in the plans to cause minimal dis-
ruption?” Scalise says. “The degree of disruption depends on
what needs to be done.We won’t know that for awhile.”

Malkin Renewal

The indoor swimming pool at Malkin. Future renovations will likely
remove the rarely used spectator galleries at the sides.
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